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Function Analysis and Application
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Unlike input deadband, the sandwiched deadband between actuator and plant dynamics
is very difficult to be explicitly compensated for due to the proceeding actuator dynamics
whose effect may not be negligible. The paper presents a practical way to overcome the
design conservativeness of existing methods in dealing with sandwiched deadband. Spe-
cifically, a describing function based nonlinear analysis method is proposed to charac-
terize the effect of the sandwiched deadband on the stability and performance of the
overall closed-loop system. The analysis results can be used to determine the highest
closed-loop bandwidth that can be achieved without inducing residual limit cycles and
instability. Optimal controller parameters can then be found to maximize the achievable
closed-loop control performance. The technique is applied to an electrohydraulic system
controlled by closed-center valves and a nonlinear feedback controller. Simulation results
showed severe oscillations as the feedback control gains are increased to the predicted
threshold values. Comparative experimental results also showed the effectiveness of the
proposed method in reducing the conservativeness of traditional design and the improved
closed-loop control performance in implementation. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3089557�
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Introduction
Sandwiched deadband systems have a nonlinear static dead-

and function between two dynamic components, usually the ac-
uator dynamics and the plant dynamics, as shown in Fig. 1. The
lant here refers to the system to be controlled, while the actuator
efers to the physical device that accepts control signal and gen-
rates corresponding actions that can physically influence the
lant response. If the actuator dynamics have sufficiently fast re-
ponses �i.e., sufficiently high bandwidth� when compared with
he closed-loop dynamics, it can be safely neglected in the con-
roller design and analysis. In such a case, the actuator can simply
e considered as a static mapping or a gain in Fig. 1 and the
andwiched deadband essentially becomes an input deadband
hose effect can be explicitly canceled or compensated with an

nverse deadband function in the controller. The problem becomes
ery difficult to handle when the actuator dynamics are non-
egligible.

Sandwiched deadbands are common nuisances that exist in
any systems, such as the hydraulic arm controlled by overlapped

losed-center proportional directional control �PDC� valves stud-
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ied in this paper. The valve accepts the control signal and moves
the spool to open/close the hydraulic circuitry to regulate the flow
to the hydraulic cylinder that powers the hydraulic arm. For PDC
valves of overlapped spool type, a deadband exists from the spool
displacement to the valve flow that actually regulates motion of
the hydraulic system. For such a system, the actuator dynamics
refers to the valve or spool dynamics from the control input signal
to the spool displacement, and the plant dynamics are from the
valve flow to the hydraulic arm motion to be controlled, which
include the mechanical arm dynamics and the hydraulic cylinder
dynamics.

Several methods have been presented to deal with the problem
of having non-negligible actuator dynamics. One is to use a feed-
forward controller to boost the actuator dynamic response so that
it would be sufficiently fast to be neglected �1�, as shown in Fig.
2. Once the actuator dynamics are neglected, the deadband be-
comes an input deadband, which can be compensated by an in-
verse deadband function in the controller directly. However, the
success of such a strategy depends on the accuracy of the actuator
dynamic model. This method can only achieve some limited im-
provements in practice due to the unavoidable uncertainties in any
physical systems.

Another way is to use local high gain feedback at the actuator
level to attenuate the sandwiched deadband �2,3,1�, as illustrated
in Fig. 3. However, to apply this technique, the feedback of the
actuator states or output is required. This may significantly in-
crease the system cost or even be impossible for some systems.

For example, to apply the feedback compensation to electrohy-
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raulic systems controlled by closed-center PDC valves, the feed-
ack of valve-spool position is required. Although the spool posi-
ion feedback is available in some valves, it is not a general valve
onfiguration and would definitely increase the system cost. In
ddition, the improvement of local closed-loop bandwidth is lim-
ted by the sensor/feedback bandwidth and high frequency noise.
or example, the spool position measurement in a PDC valve has
ignificant noise content that prevents further significant improve-
ent on the valve bandwidth achieved by the valve manufacturer

1,4�.
Most of the existing designs to the control of sandwiched dead-

and system are to simply ignore the actuator dynamics and use
n inverse deadband function to compensate for the deadband, as
hown in Fig. 1. This solution is simple, easy to implement, and is
sed in a lot of applications such as in Ref. �5�. Such a deadband
ompensation usually results in a very conservative controller de-
ign because the closed-loop bandwidth has to be tuned very low
o guarantee that the actuator dynamics can be safely neglected
e.g., the empirical rule of thumb that the closed-loop bandwidth
as to be at least a decade below the actuator dynamics band-
idth�. In reality, when the closed-loop bandwidth is increased to

ertain level, a limit cycle or instability could occur because the
ctuator dynamics makes the deadband compensation never per-
ect. A limit cycle is potentially very dangerous to systems with
eglected vibration modes, because it may excite the vibration
odes or even destabilize the system.
The describing function method is based on quasilinearization

nd replaces the nonlinear system under investigation with a sys-
em that is linear except for a dependence on the amplitude of the
nput �6�. Since it was proposed in 1947, the describing function

ethod has been widely used to analyze nonlinear control prob-
em when limit cycles may occur �7�.

This paper focuses on reducing the conservativeness of the tra-
itional direct deadband compensation designs to provide a prac-
ical solution to the sandwiched deadband control problem when
ctuator dynamics are not explicitly considered in the controller
esign stage. Specifically, though direct deadband compensation
esigns have been widely employed to deal with the sandwiched
eadband control problem, no systematical way exists to guide the
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selection of feedback controller parameters to optimize the
achievable closed-loop system performance without exciting a
limit cycle and instability. To overcome this problem, the describ-
ing function method will be used to systematically analyze and
characterize the effect of sandwiched deadband on closed-loop
system behavior. The analysis would give one a good idea about
when a limit cycle would occur so that one can select the appro-
priate feedback controller gains to maximize the achievable
closed-loop bandwidth without exciting limit cycles in implemen-
tation.

Closed-center valves are widely used in hydraulic industry for
motion or velocity control due to the ability to hold position when
the hydraulic power is turned off. Such ability is obtained through
the use of overlapped spools, which block the internal leakages
among various ports when the spool is at neutral position, as
shown in Fig. 4. However, the use of overlapped spools also adds
a deadband from the spool displacement to the actual opening of
the valve ports �or valve port flows� to the system. It is obvious
that this deadband is after the valve dynamics from the control
input to the spool displacement and therefore is sandwiched by
two dynamic blocks, the valve dynamics and the plant dynamics.

The paper uses the closed-center valve controlled electro-
hydraulic �EH� system as a case study to illustrate how to apply
the proposed technique to a sandwiched deadband control prob-
lem to optimize the achievable closed-loop system performance in
implementation. In particular, the swing motion of a robot arm
actuated by a single-rod double-acting hydraulic cylinder, as de-
tailed in Ref. �8�, is investigated in detail.

2 Characterization of Sandwiched Deadband Systems
Using Describing Function Analysis

A closed-loop system with sandwiched deadband DB�·� be-
tween the actuator dynamics A�s� and the plant dynamics P�s�,
and a linear feedback controller C�s� along with a direct inverse
deadband compensation DBI�·�, shown in Fig. 1, is investigated in
this section. The describing functions of the deadband and its
inverse function are derived and used to characterize the closed-
loop system performance.
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2.1 Deadband and Inverse Deadband Functions. Consider
nonlinear function f�y� under a sinusoidal input y=a sin��t�.
ne can use a gain K�a�, which is a function of the magnitude of

he input sinusoidal signal, to approximate the nonlinear function.
he mean square �MS� approximation error is

ē2 =
1

2�
�

0

2�

�f�a sin��t�� − K�a�a sin��t��2d��t� �1�

he solution of K�a� to minimize the above MS error results in
he describing function of the nonlinear function f�·� �9�

K�a� =
1

�a�0

2�

f�a sin��t��sin��t�d��t� �2�

For simplicity, only symmetric deadband with slope equal to 1
s considered in this paper. Nonunity slope or asymmetric dead-
and can be worked out in the same way with minor modifica-
ions. Define the deadband and deadband inverse function as

DB�·� = �·− d , · � d

0, − d � · � d

· + d , · � d
�

�3�

DBI�·� = �· + d , · � 0

0, · = 0

·− d , · � 0
�

here d is the value of deadband. Substituting the DB�·� and
BI�·� into Eq. �2�, one can obtain their describing functions as

KDB�a� = �0, a � d

1 −
2d

�a
�1 −

d2

a2 −
2

�
sin−1d

a
, a � d �

�4�

KDBI�a� = 1 +
4d

�a

2.2 Characterization of Closed-Loop Systems. Deadband
as a significant effect only when its input signal is around the
eadzone of �−d ,d�, which is normally very small. Therefore,
ithout loss of generality, it is reasonable to assume r=0 in Fig. 1

after the constant equilibrium components have been removed�.
e also only consider small amplitude limit cycles that may result

rom the deadband and its inverse as we are interested in looking
t the upper bound on the highest closed-loop bandwidth, which
an be achieved without inducing limit cycles. Since the limit
ycle means a periodic signal in the closed-loop system, one can

Valve Body

Over-Lapped Spool

DeadBand

Fig. 4 Overlapped spool of a closed-center valve
enote the signal right before the deadband inverse function
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DBI�·� as uc=a sin��t� with a being the magnitude and � repre-
senting the fundamental frequency of the limit cycle when only its
fundamental frequency component is considered.

When a sinusoidal signal goes through an odd static function
like the symmetric deadband considered in the paper, only its
magnitude is changed, and its phase remains the same. Therefore,
with the describing function approximation, the signal after the
deadband inverse, denoted by u, would be

u�t� = KDBI�a� · a sin��t� �5�

The control signal u�t� then enters the actuator dynamics A�s� and
leaves it with changes in both magnitude and phase angle at the
steady-state given by

v�t� = KDBI�a�	A�j��	 · a sin��t + �A�j��� �6�
where �A�j�� is the phase angle of A�j��. As the signal continues
along the deadband function DB�·� and plant dynamics P�s�, the
steady-state signals up and y are obtained as

up�t� = KDB�KDBI�a�	A�j��	a�

· KDBI�a�	A�j��	 ·�a sin��t + �A�j���� �7�

and

y = 	P�j��	KDB�KDBI�a�	A�j��	a�

· KDBI�a�	A�j��	a sin��t + �A�j�� + �P�j��� �8�

where �P�j�� is the phase angle of P�j��. Since r=0, Uc�s�=
−C�s�Y�s� and the following equality is obtained at the steady-
state:

uc = − 	C�j��		P�j��	KDB�KDBI�a�	A�j��	a�KDBI�a�

�	A�j��	a sin��t + �A�j�� + �P�j�� + �C�j��� �9�

where �C�j�� is the phase angle of C�j��. When a limit cycle
exists, uc�t� in Eq. �9� is equal to or approximately equal to
a sin��t� as assumed in the above, which results in the following
necessary conditions for the existence of a limit cycle:

KDBI�a�KDB	C�j��		A�j��		P�j��	 = 1

�C�j�� + �A�j�� + �P�j�� = � + 2k�, k = 0,1,2, . . . �10�
or equivalently in a complex form

KDBI�a�KDBC�j��A�j��P�j�� + 1 = 0 �11�
It is obvious, if KDB and KDBI are constants, i.e., the DB and DBI
blocks are linear systems, Eq. �11� is nothing but the conventional
closed-loop characteristic equation with s= j�, i.e., a pair of com-
plex closed-loop poles at 	j�, a necessary condition for the
closed-loop system to exhibit a steady-state sinusoidal type peri-
odic solution of frequency �.

If the closed-loop system does have a limit cycle of fundamen-
tal frequency �, with the describing function approximation to the
nonlinear elements, the fundamental frequency � and the magni-
tude of the steady-state limit cycle a should satisfy Eq. �11�. Thus,
given the plant and actuator dynamics, P�s� and A�s�, Eq. �11� can
be used to provide a systematic way to analyze how the magni-
tude and frequency of the limit cycle, if it does exist, depend on
the parameters of the controller C�s�, from which a well-informed
decision could be made to select the specific controller parameters
to optimize control performance in implementation.

Though the presented describing function analysis is based on
linear time-invariant �LTI� system dynamics and controllers, it is
not limited to linear systems with linear controllers. As mentioned
in the above, the deadband effect mainly shows up during the
regulation period around the target equilibrium point when the
input signal to the deadband is small. Thus, for nonlinear dynamic
systems with nonlinear controls, the closed-loop system’s behav-
ior during the transient period when the signals are large can be

analyzed without considering the deadband effect. During the
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teady-state period when the system is very close to the target
quilibrium point, it is reasonable to linearize the nonlinear sys-
em dynamics and nonlinear controllers around the target equilib-
ium point and to apply the analysis presented in this section to
heck the local behavior of the linearized system, as done in Sec.
.

Performance Optimization of Electrohydraulic Sys-
ems

3.1 Dynamic Model. In this section, the swing motion con-
rol of the hydraulic arm detailed in Ref. �8� is used as a case
tudy. The system consists of a closed-center PDC valve, a single-
od double-acting hydraulic cylinder, and a mechanical linkage to
onvert linear cylinder motion into rotary joint motion. The cyl-
nder and mechanical system dynamics are considered as the sys-
em dynamics to be controlled, while the valve dynamics is the
ctuator dynamics.

Off-line system identification on the valve-spool displacement
requency response reveals that the valve dynamics have a band-
idth around 8.5 Hz. Furthermore, below 10 Hz the dynamics can
e very well approximated by the following second-order LTI
ynamic model:

A�s� =
Xsp�s�
U�s�

=
0.9 � 51.52

s2 + 2 � 0.66 � 51.5s + 51.52 �12�

here xsp is the spool displacement normalized to have the same
nit as the input signal, and u is the normalized control input to
he valve ranging from 
10 V to +10 V. Due to the deadband
DB, the valve would not open until the spool displacement xsp is
arger than xDB. Therefore, a virtual spool displacement or the
ctual valve opening can be defined as

xvr = �xsp − xDB, xsp � xDB

0, − xDB � xsp � xDB

xsp + xDB, xsp � xDB
� �13�

ll signals in the above equations, xsp, xvr, and xDB, are normal-
zed to have the same unit as the input signal. The value of the
eadband xDB is equivalent to 1.0 V.

Neglecting cylinder flow leakages, the hydraulic cylinder equa-
ions can be written as �10�

V1�xL�
�e

Ṗ1 = − A1ẋL + Q1 = − A1
�xL

�q
q̇ + Q1

�14�
V2�xL�

�e
Ṗ2 = A2ẋL − Q2 = A2

�xL

�q
q̇ − Q2

here A1 and A2 are the cylinder ram areas in the head-end and
he rod-end, respectively, V1�xL�=Vh1+A1xL and V2�xL�=Vh2
A2xL are the total cylinder volumes of the head- and rod-ends

ncluding connecting hose volumes, respectively, Vh1 and Vh2 are
he initial control volumes when xL=0, �e is the effective bulk

odulus, �xL /�q describes the relationship between the robot arm
oint angle q to the cylinder rod displacement xL and is a function
f joint angle q, and Q1 and Q2 are the supply and return flows,
espectively, which satisfy the orifice equation

Q1 = kq1xvr
�	�P1	

�15�
Q2 = kq2xvr

�	�P2	

here kq1 and kq2 are orifice flow coefficients, which can be ob-
ained through off-line system identification, xvr is the actual valve
pening, and �P1 and �P2 are the pressure drops across the
alve.

The nominal swing motion dynamics, neglecting external dis-

urbances, can be described by �1,11�

31002-4 / Vol. 131, MAY 2009
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J · q̈ =
�xL

�q
�P1A1 − P2A2� − Df · q̇ �16�

where q represents the swing joint angle, J is the moment of
inertia of the swing motion, xL represents the swing hydraulic
cylinder displacement, P1 and P2 are the head- and rod-end pres-
sures of the cylinder, respectively, A1 and A2 are the head- and
rod-end ram areas of the cylinder, respectively, and Df is the
damping and viscous friction coefficient. The specific form of J is
given in Ref. �1�.

3.2 Nonlinear Controller Design. Advanced nonlinear con-
trollers, such as the adaptive robust control �ARC� technique de-
veloped by Yao and co-worker in Refs. �12,13�, are able to deal
with both uncertain nonlinearities and parametric uncertainties ef-
fectively. For simplicity, the following analysis is done based on
nominal nonlinear plant dynamics only, as the effect of external
disturbances and various uncertainties can be effectively attenu-
ated by the advanced nonlinear control techniques, such as ARC
in Refs. �12,13�.

As described in Secs. 1 and 2, the controller design will be done
by neglecting the actuator or valve dynamics and using the direct
deadband inverse to compensate for the sandwiched deadband.
Thus, in the following, a nonlinear controller will be designed
based on the plant �i.e., the cylinder and swing motion dynamics�
only. The nonlinear controller design follows the standard back-
stepping design technique �14�. The objective is to let the system
output q track a desired trajectory qd as close as possible. Defining
a set of variables x1=q, x2= q̇, and x3= P1A1− P2A2, as well as the
fictitious control input QL= �A1 /V1�Q1+ �A2 /V2�Q2, the plant dy-
namics including swing motion dynamics and essential cylinder
dynamics can be rewritten in a compact form as

ẋ1 = x2

ẋ2 =
1

J

 �xL

�q
x3 − Dfx2� �17�

ẋ3 = �e
QL − �A1
2

V1
+

A2
2

V2
 �xL

�q
x2�

and the fictitious control input QL is related to xvr by

QL = kQeqxvr �18�

where kQeq= ��A1 /V1�kq1
�	�P1	+ �A2 /V2�kq2

�	�P2	�. Table 1
shows the coefficients and parameters of the system under
investigation.

Step 1. Define the tracking error as z1=x1−x1d, where x1d=qd is
the desired trajectory. Then

ż1 = ẋ1 − ẋ1d = x2 − ẋ1d �19�

Since the system state x2 is the mathematical input of the dynamic
equation �19�, it is usually called a virtual input to Eq. �19�. The
objective in this step is by adjusting x2 to make the output z1
converge to zero as quickly as possible. The mathematical de-
scription of the desired x2, referred as the virtual control law 1,
can be designed as

˙

Table 1 System coefficients and parameters

Coefficient Value Description

�e 4.24�108 Effective bulk modulus
kq1 3.59�10−8 Orifice flow coefficient
kq2 3.72�10−8 Orifice flow coefficient
A1 0.00203 Cylinder ram area
A2 0.00106 Cylinder ram area
1 = x1d − k1z1 �20�
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Step 2. Define z2 be the discrepancy between the virtual control
aw 1 and the system state x2 as z2=x2−1. Differentiating z2
hile noting Eq. �17�, one can get

ż2 =
1

J
� �xL

�q
x3 − Dfx2 − ̇1 �21�

onsidering x3 is the input �21�, a virtual control law 2 can be
esigned as

2 =
1

�xL

�q

��Dfx2 + J̇1 − J�k2z2 + z1��� �22�

Step 3. Let z3=x3−2 denote the input discrepancy. Differenti-
ting z3 while noting Eq. �17�, one can get

ż3 = ẋ3 − ̇2 = �e
QL − �A1
2

V1
+

A2
2

V2
 �xL

�q
x2� − ̇2 �23�

n viewing Eq. �23�, QL is the control input and a control law QLd
an be synthesized as

QLd = �A1
2

V1
+

A2
2

V2
 �xL

�q
x2 +

1

�e
̇2 −

1

�e
�k3z3 +

1

J

�xL

�q
z2 �24�

he ki, i=1,2 ,3 in Eqs. �20� and �24� are all positive gains chosen
o make the closed-loop system stable and have the desired band-
idth high enough to attenuate model uncertainties and reject dis-

urbances reasonably well.
Defining V�t�= 1

2 �z1
2+z2

2+z3
2� and differentiating V�t�,

V̇ = z1�z2 + 1 − x1d� + z2�1

J

 �xL

�q
�z3 + 2� − Dfx2� − ̇1�

+ z3��e
QLd − �A1
2

V1
+

A2
2

V2
 �xL

�q
x2� − ̇2�

= − k1z1
2 − k2z2

2 − k3z3
2 � − 2 min�k1,k2,k3�V �25�

herefore, the closed-loop system without considering the dead-
and is exponentially stable with the convergence rate for V�t� no
ess than two times of the minimum of k1, k2, and k3.

Step 4. The desired actual valve opening to deliver the flow
ontrol law �24� can be backed out from Eq. �18� as

xvrd =
1

kQeq
QLd �26�

3.3 Closed-Loop Characterization. As commented at the
nd of Sec. 2, the analysis of this paper is only used to check the
ocal behavior of the closed-loop nonlinear dynamics around the
arget equilibrium points. As such, linearize the plant dynamics
17� at the target equilibrium point xeq= �0,0 ,0�T,

ẋ = Ax + Bxvr �27�

here

A =�
0 1 0

0
Df

J

1

J

�xL

�q

0 − �e�A1
2

V1
+

A2
2

V2
 �xL

�q
0 �

xeq

�28�
B = �0 0 kQeq�e �T	xeq

imilarly linearizing the nonlinear controller given by Eqs. �24�

nd �26� around the equilibrium point leads to
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xvrd = − Cx, C =
1

kQeq
�ck1, ck2, ck3 �T	xeq

�29�

where ck1=1 /�e���q /�xL�J�k1k2k3+k3�+ �1 /J���xL /�q�k1�, ck2=
−�A1

2 /V1+A2
2 /V2��xL /�q+1 /�e��−�q /�xL�Df�k1+k2+k3−Df /J�+
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Simulation Results, K=20
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Fig. 5 Simulation results for different K value
J�k1k2+k2k3+k3k1+1��+ �1 /J���xL /�q�, and ck3=1 /�e�−Df /J
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k1+k2+k3�. For simplicity, one can assume k1=k2=k3=k�0.2

rom Eqs. �27� and �29�, the overall dynamics from the actual
alve opening xvr to the desired valve control input xvrd of the
inearized plant dynamics and the controller can be described by
he following transfer function −P�s�:

P�s� =
− Xvrd�s�

Xvr�s�
= C�sI − A�−1B

=
�3k − 0.4�s2 + �3k2 − 593�s + �k3 + k�

s�s2 + 0.4s + 594�
�30�

eglecting the actuator dynamics A�s� and assuming the dead-
and is perfectly canceled by its inverse function, P�s� is then the
pen-loop transfer function of the system that includes the plant as
ell as the controller dynamics, and the resulting closed-loop

ransfer function would be

P�s�
1 + P�s�

=
�3k − 0.4�s2 + �3k2 − 593�s + �k3 + k�

s3 + 3ks2 + �3k2 + 1�s + �k3 + k�
�31�

hich is stable and has three closed-loop poles around −k as pre-
icted in the previous nonlinear design.

In reality, when the deadband is not perfectly canceled, the
ctual closed-loop would be in the general sandwiched deadband
ystem described in Fig. 1 with P�s� here represents the lumped
inearized plant and controller dynamics given by Eq. �31�. Ap-
lying the previous describing function analysis to this system,
ne obtains the following necessary condition for the existence of
limit cycle of period � and amplitude of a as

KDBI�a�KDB�KDBI�a�	A�j��	a�A�j��P�j�� + 1 = 0 �32�
ote that the above equation only depends on the controller gain

. If k is already fixed, one can easily check whether a limit cycle
ould exist by solving Eq. �32�. On the other hand, one can use

2In backstepping design, loosely speaking, each ki represents the converging rate
f the closed-loop dynamics in the corresponding step. By making them all have the
ame value, one can make various loops have the same converging rate. This is
ifferent from the conventional design where the inner loop is required to have much
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igher converging rate or bandwidth than the outer loop.
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the result to optimize the controller design, i.e., choose the largest
gain k, which is good in terms of faster closed-loop response and
disturbance attenuation and thus leads to a less conservative con-
troller, without causing the appearance of residual limit cycles, as
illustrated below.

While analytically solving Eq. �32� may be difficult, numeri-
cally searching the solution is not difficult at all. Specifically,
noting that KDBI and KDB are non-negative real numbers, the
phase condition of Eq. �32� becomes

�A�j�� + � P�j�� = 180 deg �33�

which depends on the controller gain k and � only. Thus, given k,
it is easy to determine if there exists an � that satisfies Eq. �33�.
The magnitude condition of Eq. �32� can then be used to deter-
mine if there exists an amplitude a as well. It is found through a
searching program written in MATLAB that when k is increased to
17.5, there exists a solution of a and � to Eq. �32�. The limit cycle
frequency � for k=17.5 is about 47 rad/s or 7.5 Hz.

4 Simulations and Experiments
Simulations were done to check whether the proposed tech-

nique can predict the appearance of limit cycles accurately. The
primary concern is whether the limit cycle happens around the
predicted threshold of the controller gain k in avoiding limit
cycles rather than the limit cycle frequency or magnitude. Three
controllers with gains around the predicted threshold gain of 17.5
at the end of Sec. 3 and other values are simulated. The simula-
tions were based on a more comprehensive model of the physical
system than the controller design model used in Sec. 3.

When the system is moving at high speed, the valve is widely
open and the overlapped spool or deadband would have a little
effect on the system performance. The overlapped spool or dead-
band has a significant effect when the system comes to a stop; the
spool may need to travel back and forward to make fine adjust-
ment to satisfy the desired positioning accuracy requirement.
Therefore, instead of high speed motion profile, a slow motion

8 10 12 14

e (sec)

PDC Valve without DB compesation
PDC Valve with DB compensation
Servo Valve

8 10 12 14

xperiment Results
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with a large portion being in the position regulation period is used
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o best illustrate the deadband effect; the reference trajectory was
point-to-point smooth trajectory with a total movement angle of
.4 rad and a maximum speed of 0.2 rad/s.

The first controller has the gain k=15, less than the predicted
hreshold gain. The second controller’s gain k=18 is almost equal
o the predicted threshold, and the third one’s gain is k=20. Simu-
ation results in Fig. 5 show that severe oscillation happens when
he gain k is increased to 20, which is very close to the predicted
hreshold. The small discrepancy between the gain and predicted
hreshold could easily be due to the approximation nature of de-
cribing function method. The damped oscillation instead of sus-
ained limit cycle is because the comprehensive simulation model
sed in simulation does include some damping effects, such as
onlinear Coulomb friction, which are neglected in the controller
esign model.

Experiments were also done to show if the controller gains can
e chosen less conservatively with the proposed method. Bear in
ind that the experimental setup is a large three-link hydraulic

obot arm with neglected vibration modes that are not so high. A
imit cycle or lightly damped oscillation could excite the vibration

odes and cause instability. It is too dangerous to let such a large
ystem become unstable. So no attempt is made to find the least
onservative gain by increasing the gain until the system becomes
nstable. Instead, a qualitative comparison was done to determine
he upper and lower performance limits of a controller with sand-
iched deadband. Specifically, the lower performance limit is de-
ned as the performance of the above controller and PDC valve
ithout deadband compensation. The upper performance limit is
btained by using the same controller but with a critically center
ervovalve �i.e., no physical deadband� having similar flow capac-
ty as the above PDC valve and faster dynamic response. Com-
arative experimental results in Fig. 6 reveal that the performance
f the controller with PDC valve and deadband compensation is
ery close to the upper performance limit obtained by the servo-
alve. This indirectly demonstrates the less conservative tuning of
he proposed method in implementation.

Conclusions
Direct deadband compensation without taking the actuator dy-

amics into account has been the major design strategy for sys-
ems with sandwiched deadband so far due to the simplicity and
asy implementation of the resulting controller. However, the con-
roller is normally tuned very conservatively based on the empiri-
al rule that the closed-loop bandwidth has to be much lower than
hat of the actuator dynamics to safely neglect the actuator dynam-
cs in the design. This paper proposed a describing function based
echnique to systematically analyze and characterize the closed-

oop performance of controllers with direct deadband compensa-

ournal of Dynamic Systems, Measurement, and Control

ded 23 Jun 2009 to 128.210.126.199. Redistribution subject to ASM
tion for systems with sandwiched deadband. Such an analysis
gives the designer useful insights such as if limit cycles could
happen when the controller parameters are tuned aggressively.
The results thus help relax the conservativeness of the direct dead-
band compensation design when optimizing the achievable perfor-
mance in implementation. Application of the proposed method to
the control of a highly nonlinear electrohydraulic system shows
accurate prediction of limit cycles in simulation and much im-
proved closed-loop performance in experiments.
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